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RSA Via L&G Form Controls – Developer Reference 

RSA Via L&G, through its Access Request Manager module, provides the ability to create custom pages 

with which the user interacts to request changes to access entitlements, reset password, terminate 

employees, etc. These custom pages/views are Request Forms in RSA Via L&G and allow the form 

author/creator to ask the user of the form (the requestor) to provide some information (required or 

optional) prior to submitting the request. See the “Creating and Managing Access Request Forms” topic 

in the RSA Via L&G online help for more details. 

Request Forms consist of a mix of Form Fields (also referred to as Form Controls) which the requestor 

uses to enter information, make selections, etc.  The form author lays out these Fields on the form and 

makes them interact with each other to improve the user experience and guide the requestor through 

the process of completing and submitting the access request.   

RSA Via L&G provides a diverse set of Form Fields/Controls for the form author to create different 

access request forms for different purposes.  This document details the various available Form Controls 

and how you, the form author, can configure them to deliver the needed functionality and experience 

for the form users (requestors). 

See also the “Adding Fields to a Form” topic in the RSA Via L&G online help for information on using 

Fields to create Forms for your users. In addition RSA Via L&G (Request Forms tab under the 

Requests/Configuration menu in the UI) also includes several examples of Default Forms which you can 

use/customize. 

RSA Via L&G 7.0 provides the following set of Form Controls:  

1) Account Table with Actions 

The Accounts Table with Actions control presents a filtered set of accounts to the form user.  

The form user can take actions (lock or unlock and enable or disable) on the listed accounts for 

the targeted user(s). 

 

The Account filter you specify can use variable expressions.  The Update Preview table shows 

you what will be visible to the form user based on your filter. This control generates changes for 

the selected accounts as part of the submitted request.  

 

See the Default Account Management Form, included with the RSA Via L&G application under 

Requests->Configuration->Request Forms, for an example of using this control. 

 

2) Accounts (Non-Visual) 

The Accounts (Non-Visual) control allows you to pre-determine the set of accounts and specify 

the action (one of disable, enable, lock, unlock or remove) for the targeted user(s) when the 

Form user submits this form. 
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You can specify a filter (using variable expressions) for the set of accounts that you want to 

match for the action. The action is taken when the form is submitted (and Enabled condition for 

the control is “true”) 

 

See the Default Termination Form, included with the RSA Via L&G application under Requests-

>Configuration->Request Forms, for an example of using this control to disable non-shared 

accounts when a user is terminated. 

 

3) Attachments 

The Attachments control renders a UI for the form user to include files as attachments. Use this 

control when you are collecting information from the form user and you also need to allow him 

to provide documents. These documents are stored in the RSA Via L&G database. 

 

4) Attachments on Request 

The Attachments on Request control also renders a UI for the form user to include files as 

attachments when submitting the request. These documents are stored in the Via L&G database 

and associated with the created Change Item.  

 

See the Default Termination Form, included with the RSA Via L&G application under Requests-

>Configuration->Request Forms, for an example of using this control to let the form user include 

a document with details about the termination (in addition to providing a comment in the Text 

Area field). 

 

5) Business Source Picker 

The Business Source Picker control allows the form user to select one business source from a list 

of available business sources. You specify which attribute value of the selected business source 

(ID or Name) will be stored to the Variable Name that you associate with the control. 

 

You can optionally specify a filter (supports variable expressions) for the list of available business 

sources presented to the form user as well as a pre-selected default business source from the 

list. 

 

6) Button - Continue 

The Button – Continue control can be used to present a button clickable only once by the form 

user. An example use would be to show a license agreement where they must click to continue. 

The button is hidden on the form after the user presses it once. Additionally, the Variable Name 

that you specify in the control is set to “true” when the form user presses the button. 

 

7) Button – Set Value 

The Button – Set Value control allows you to set a variable to a particular value when the form 

user presses the button on the form. For the Variable Name to Set you can specify one or more 
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of the avform variables that you have defined on the form. The value that you set supports 

variable expressions. 

 

The Variable Name that you associate with the control has a value “true” or “false” depending 

on the whether the form user has pressed the button or not.  

 

8) Checkbox 

The Checkbox control displays a checkbox to the form user. You specify a default state (On or 

Off) for the checkbox. The values associated with “On” and “Off” can specified as variable 

expressions. These values will be set to Variable Name for the control based on the form user’s 

selection. 

 

9) Compare User 

The Compare User control renders a hyperlink on the Form which launches a compare user 

dialog. The dialog is used to select entitlements for the target user(s) of the Form based on the 

comparison to the entitlements a selected user in the dialog.  If the Form supports multiple 

users, only the first user is used in the comparison.  

Typical usage for this control is to align the access a user has to someone else in the 

organization that you know has the right access entitlements (see the Default Provisioning Form, 

included with the Via L&G application under Requests->Configuration->Request Forms for an 

example). 

 

10) Date 

The Date Field control renders an input field for the form user to type in a date or to select the 

date from a calendar control.  You can configure the control to, optionally, require a time input 

as well. In addition, you can configure the control to allow past and future dates. The user-

provided date (and time) will be set to the Variable Name for the control. 

 

Note: The Date Field allows free text. So, if you need the user to enter date (and time)in a 

particular format you should either prompt the form user via the tool tip and/or use the 

Validation URI in the Data Field control to check. 

 

11) Drop Down Select 

The Drop Down Select control provides a list of options for the form user from which he can 

select one. You can specify the list of options to be displayed to the form user. In addition you 

will specify a corresponding value (supports variable expressions) for each selection. This value 

will be to set in the Variable Name for the control based on the form user’s selection. 

 

The Validation URI may be useful to OK the user’s selection in situations where you have used 

variable expressions to calculate the values corresponding to the selection options. 

 

12) Drop Down Select with Web Service 
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The Drop Down Select with Web Service control allows you to provide a list of options for the 

form user from which they can select one. With this control you build the list of options at 

runtime. You specify a URI where you programmatically generate the list of options (pairs of 

display text and associated value) for the drop down.  

• The expected format for the list is a new line between options and a delimiter (as 

configured by you in the control) between the display and value pair in each option. 

• If your display text and value are the same for each option, you can return a single list of 

values separated by a new line between each. 

You can choose to have the options shown to the user in alphabetic order (based on your 

display text) or in the order in which you return them from your program. 

 

13) Entitlement Table 

The Entitlement Table control allows you present a filtered (using variable expressions, if 

needed) set of entitlements to the form user from which he can select one or more to add or 

remove from the targeted users(s). You specify the change handling that is executed for those 

selected entitlements:  

• Do not create change items  

o You choose this option when you want to use the selected list for processing in the 

downstream step e.g. control what is available in another table based on the 

selected entitlements 

• Add selected items 

o Add the selected entitlements to any target users that don't have them already 

• Subject may have one entitlement 

o The entitlement table is single select; selection is not required 

o Selected item is added to any target users that don't already have it; all unselected 

items are removed from any target users that have them 

• Subject must have one entitlement 

o The entitlement table is single select; requires a selection 

o Selected item is added to any target users that don't already have it; all unselected 

items are removed from any target users that have them 

• Remove selected entitlements 

o Remove the selected entitlements from any target user that has them already 

• Align selection with subjects  

o For each target user ensure that they have all the selected items (i.e. add any they 

don't already have) and that they don't have any unselected (i.e. remove any they 

do already have) 

 

14) Entitlement Table (Non-Visual) 

The Entitlement Table (Non-Visual) control allows you to pre-determine the set of entitlements 

that are added or removed for the targeted users when the form user submits this form. 
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You can specify a filter (using variable expressions) for the set of entitlements that you want to 

select for removal or addition. The action is taken when the form is submitted (and Enabled 

condition for the control is “true”) 

 

15) Entitlement Table with Actions 

The Entitlement Table with Actions control allows you to present a filtered list of entitlements 

that the user can choose to add or remove from the targeted users when he submits this form. 

You can specify a filter (using variable expressions) for the set of entitlements that you want to 

present for removal or addition. 

You can specify the change handling that is executed for the entitlements selected by the form 

user: 

• Add selected items – the user is only presented with the option to Add entitlements and 

his selections are added to the target user(s) that do not have them  

• Remove selected items - the user is only presented with the option to Remove 

entitlements and his selections are removed from the target user(s) that have them 

• Align selection with subjects – the user is presented with the option to Add and Remove 

entitlements 

o For a single subject (target user) 

� New entitlements can be added 

� Existing entitlements can be removed 

o For multiple subjects (target users) 

� Existing entitlements common to all users can be removed 

� Existing entitlements for some users can be added to the remaining 

target users 

� New entitlements can be added to all users 

  

See the Default Application Form, included with the Via L&G application under Requests-

>Configuration->Request Forms for an example. 

 

16) Entitlements to Provision (Additional)  

This table allows the form user to select any additional entitlements, beyond the access 

suggested by the provisioning rule associated with the Form, for the target user(s) being 

provisioned. The control is typically used with Register User and Provisioning form types. 

 

See the Default Provisioning Form, included with the Via L&G application under Requests-

>Configuration->Request Forms for an example. 

 

17) Entitlements to Provision (Optional) 

This table allows the form user to select entitlements, from the access deemed as “optional” by 

the provisioning rule associated with the Form, for the target user(s) being provisioned. . The 

control is typically used with Register User and Provisioning form types. 
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See the Default Provisioning Form, included with the Via L&G application under Requests-

>Configuration->Request Forms for an example. 

 

18) Entitlements to Provision (Suggested) 

This table allows the form user to select entitlements, from the access deemed as “suggested” 

by the provisioning rule associated with the Form, for the target user(s) being provisioned. The 

control is typically used with Register User and Provisioning form types. 

 

See the Default Provisioning Form, included with the Via L&G application under Requests-

>Configuration->Request Forms for an example. 

 

19) Group Picker 

The Group Picker control allows the form user to select one group from a list of available groups. 

You specify which attribute value of the selected group (ID or Name) will be stored to the 

Variable Name that you associate with the control. You can optionally specify a filter (supports 

variable expressions) for the list of available groups presented to the form user as well as a pre-

selected default group from the list. 

20) Horizontal Divider 

The Horizontal Divider control renders a horizontal line on the form. You can use it as a visual 

separator between different sections of the form. 

 

21) Horizontal Divider with Title 

The Horizontal Divider with Title control is used to provide a title for a section of the form and 

also provide some spacing between sections. 

The title can be static text that you specify or dynamic that is evaluated at runtime based on a 

variable expression that you configure. 

 

22) JavaScript Block 

The JavaScript Block control allows you to execute Javascript code and read/set values for 

various variables.  

Note:  The Javascript control is limited to 500 characters in your scripting code. If you exceed 

that you should split your code into multiple Javascript Block controls.  

 

The following built-in functions are available for use in the Javascript Block control: 

 

Calculating/Setting variables 

• document.getElementById (fieldName) 

Retrieves a reference to the forms control specified 

fieldName – variable name for the form control in question  
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• avform.setValue (fieldName, value) 

Sets a variable to a specified value 

fieldName – variable whose value you want to set 

value – specified value (or variable expression) to use  

• avform.registerExprSub (name, trigger, subroutine) 

Passes in trigger value and executes the subroutine when the trigger expression changes 

value 

o name – ignored (usually set to null) 

o trigger – variable expression whose value change will trigger your custom code 

execution 

o subroutine – custom code that you want to execute  

Error messages handling 

• avform.setFieldErrorMessage(fieldName, message)  

Sets the error message associated with a Field. The text in “message” will be shown on 

the Form next to the Control in question. 

• avform.clearFieldErrorMessage(fieldName) 

Clears the error associated with a Field 

• avform.setFormErrorMessage(message) 

Sets and makes visible a top-level error message associated with the Form 

• avform.clearFormErrorMessage() 

Clears the error associated with the Form 

Dates manipulation 

• avform.addDaysToDaySetString (fieldName, value, days, formatFieldName) 

Adds specified # of days to a date and sets a Text Field control 

o fieldName – the Text Field variable into which the calculated date is set 

o value – the Date variable that will be added to 

o days – the number of days to add 

o formatFieldName – the Date variable which provides the format to use 

• avform.addDaysToDaySetDay (fieldName, value, days) 

Adds specified # of days to a date and sets a Date control 

o fieldName – the Date variable into which the calculated date is set 

o value – the Date variable that will be added to 

o days – the number of days to add 

• avform.subtractDaysFromDaySetString (fieldName, value, days, formatFieldName) 

Subtracts specified # days from a date and sets a Text Field control 

o fieldName – the Text Field variable into which the calculated date is set 

o value – the Date variable that will be subtracted from 

o days – the number of days to subtract 

o formatFieldName – the Date variable which provides the format to use 

• avform.subtractDaysfromDaySetDay (fieldName, value, days) 
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Subtracts specified # of days to a date and sets a Date control 

o fieldName – the Date variable into which the calculated date is set 

o value – the Date variable that will be subtracted from 

o days – the number of days to subtract 

• avform.diffBetweenDays (fieldName, value) 

Subtracts two specified dates and returns the difference in # of days 

o fieldName – the Date variable that will be subtracted from 

o value – the Date variable that will be subtracted 

 

23) Naming Policy Transform (Non-visual) – only available in Register User Form type 

This control lets you select a naming policy, from among the ones associated with the business 

source for the Register User form. You also configure any parameters needed for the naming 

policy to use the appropriate information gathered from the form user. 

 

See the “Set Up the System for New User Registration Requests” topic in the RSA Via L&G online 

help for additional details on configuring naming policies and creating a Register User form. 

 

24) Number Field 

The Number Field control allows the form user to input a numerical value. The control validates 

that the entered value is numeric (i.e. integer) and stores it to the Variable Name that you 

associate with the control. You can optionally also specific a default value, a minimum value and 

maximum value for the field. All three values support variable expressions (Note: The expression 

must evaluate to a number or it is treated as zero). 

 

25) Password Field 

The Password Field control is an obfuscated text field which allows the form user to input a 

password on the form. You can specify a URI for executing validation checks on the user input. 

This gives you the ability to test passwords against corporate policies.  

 

You can also specify Password Generator URI to invoke code which generates and returns the 

password. When this URI is specified, a Generate Password button is displayed on the form. 

When clicked by the user, the URI is invoked and the returned password is filled into the form 

for the user. 

 

26) Provisioning Command (non-visual) 

The Provisioning Command control is a hidden control that you use to invoke an AFX 

provisioning command which Via L&G does not automatically generate from other controls 

(such as the Entitlement Table). You have to specify the Business Source that gets acted on and 

the command on that endpoint which you wish to execute. This control creates a change item in 

the request to invoke the configured command with the passed-in parameters. 
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See the “Requesting Fulfillment of Business-Source-Specific Commands” topic in the RSA Via 

L&G online help that uses a “create a group” example to illustrate the use of this control.  

 

27) Radio Buttons 

The Radio Button control allows the form user to select one option from a list. You configure the 

list to be displayed as well as the value associated with each item in the list. The value 

associated with the form user’s selection is stored to the Variable Name that you associate with 

the control. You can optionally specify a default value for the selection; this value can be a 

variable expression.  

 

28) Register User Command (Non-Visual) – only available on Register User Form type 

This control lets you specify the input parameters to create a new user for the Register User 

Form type where the requestor is generally the manager of a person who will be joining the 

organization. 

 

See the “Configuring the Register User Form” topic in the RSA Via L&G online help for additional 

details on using this control and creating a Register User form. 

 

29) Reset Shared Passwords 

The Reset Shared Passwords control allows the user of the form to tick a checkbox and generate 

a change request that resets shared passwords for the target user(s). You specify if you want the 

default state for the checkbox to be “On” or “Off”. In addition you specify values (optionally as a 

variable expression) that are set to the variable associated with the control based on the “On” 

or “Off” choice. 

 

30) Set Variable (Non-Visual) 

The Set Variable control is a non-visual control (not displayed on the form) that allows you to set 

a variable to a particular value. The value that you use can be a variable expression. This value 

will be calculated and set to the Variable Name for the control when the Enabled condition for 

the Control is “true”. 

 

31) Static Text 

The Static Text control is used to display some information to the form user.  

• You can enter the static information to be displayed or combine with variable 

expressions to display text that will change when the variable values change. 

• You can also use this control, with static text left empty,  to insert vertical spacing in 

your form  

 

32) Text Area 

The Text Area control allows the form user to input larger amount (unlimited) of text than is 

permitted by the Text Field control. You may optionally specify a default value which can be a 
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variable expression. Once the form user inputs in the Text Area, subsequent changes to the 

variables in the expression for the default value will not affect the contents of the field. 

You may check “Use Field Value for Request” and select “Description” or “Notes” if you want to 

map the Variable Name for the control to those respective fields on the generated Request 

form. 

33) Text Field 

The Text Field control allows the form user to input text (limited to 255 characters). You may 

optionally specify a default value which can be a variable expression. Once the form user inputs 

in the Text Field, subsequent changes to the variables in the expression for the default value will 

not affect the contents of the field. 

You may check “Use Field Value for Request” and select “Description” or “Notes” if you want to 

map the Variable Name for the control to those respective fields on the generated Request 

form. 

 

34) User Account Table (not available in Register User Form type) 

The User Account Table control displays to the form user a list of the accounts mapped to the 

target user. Here the form user can select one or more of those accounts (for example, to use 

for a password reset). You can use variable expressions to configure a filter and present a subset 

list of accounts. 

 

35) User Picker 

The User Picker control allows the form user to select one user from a list of available users. You 

specify which attribute value of the selected user (Email, Full Name, Unique ID or User ID) will 

be stored to the Variable Name that you associate with the control. You can optionally specify a 

filter (supports variable expressions) for the list of available users presented to the form user as 

well as a pre-selected default user from the list. 

 

The following apply in general to the Forms controls: 

• Layout 

The controls are laid out on the form in single vertically-aligned column. Vertical spacing can be 

introduced for better presentation and user experience by using the Horizontal Divider controls. 

When RSA Via L&G renders the form, the included controls are evaluated in order from top to 

bottom. 

 

• Validation URI 

Some Form Controls allow you to validate the input from the form user, using custom Javascript, 

and display a customizable error message. You should ensure that this URL and the application 

behind it are secure. 
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See the “Field Validation” section under the “About External Form Validation” topic in the online 

help for more details on the use of the Validation URI.  

 

• Variable Name 

Every control on the form can be associated with a variable that is then available to be accessed 

in variable expressions, set in scripts or used to make workflow decisions. The variable is of type 

string. 

 

Control Variable Name 

Account Table with Actions N/A 

Accounts (Non-Visual) N/A 

Attachments List of attached files 

Attachments on Request List of attached files 

Business Source Picker Configured attribute of selected business source 

Button – Continue “True” after user presses the button 

Button – Set Value “True” after user presses the button 

Checkbox “On” or “Off” value as configured 

Compare User N/A 

Date Field Date (and time) entered by user 

Drop Down Select Value corresponding to user selection 

Drop Down select with Web Service Value corresponding to user selection 

Entitlement Table N/A 

Entitlement Table (Non-Visual) N/A 

Entitlement Table with Actions N/A 

Entitlements to Provision (Additional)  N/A 

Entitlements to Provision (Optional)  N/A 

Entitlements to Provision (Suggested)  N/A 

Group Picker Configured attribute of selected group 

Horizontal Divider N/A 

Horizontal Divider with Title N/A 

Javascript Block N/A 

Number Field Value entered by user 

Password Field N/A 

Provisioning Command (Non-Visual) N/A 

Radio Buttons Value corresponding to user selection 

Register User Command (Non-Visual) N/A 

Reset Shared Passwords “On” or “Off” value as configured 

Set Variable (Non-Visual) Configured value (static or calculated) 

Static Text Configured text (static or calculated) 

Text Area N/A 

Text Field Text entered by user 

User Account Table N/A 

User Picker Configured attribute of selected user 
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Note: N/A = Not Applicable implies that the Variable Name for that Field Control is not set to a 

value that is useful. 


